
 

 

Answer clarifications 

 
 
 

1.Request for clarifications no 1 
 
1."Related with document c4b_instruction to tenders- Instruction to Tenders (page 6), Article 11 Content of Tenders, Part 
3 Documentation, the participant should fill " The legal entity file "- document c402_lefind_en" " 
We kindly ask you to confirm us that we should fill document c403_lefcompany. 
Answer : 
We confirm that you can complete the document c403_lefcompany_en 
 
2. "Related with document c4l_tenderform_en-Tender Form for a supply contract at page 8 we should add Annex 1-
Declaration of Honor on exclusion and selection criteria-Insert form a15. 
Please confirm we should add Annex 1-Decaration of Honor on exclusion and selection criteria- (form a.14)(According 
with Practical Guide 2019). We attached the document template (a.14form-Version July 2019)  
http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/prag/document.do?nodeNumber=2.13" 
Answer: 
We confirm the addition Annex 1-Decaration of Honor on exclusion and selection criteria- (form a.14)(According 
with Practical Guide 2016). 
You can find it on the site http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/prag/document.do?nodeNumber=2.13, but for a good 
operations you find it attached to this address. 
 
 
2.Request for clarifications no 2 
 
1.Regarding the specification “Minimum 9 physical TGC pods”. 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and to allow equal access for candidates 
and tenders without creating unjustified obstacles to competitive tendering, please accept to rephrase the technical 
request “Minimum 8 physical TGC pods”. Most manufacturers configure the device with 8 physical TGC pods, 
considering that it is sufficient in the medical activity. 
Answer: 
This requirement is accepted. 
 
2.Regarding the specification Color Flow mode: 
a)“Color PRF color adjustable from 0.2 to 24 KHz” This frequency is not commonly found in the technical specifications 
due the fact it doesn’t have a determinedly impact on diagnosis activity 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and taking in consideration that the 
technical specifications may not point to particular brands and types, and they may not limit competition by being too 
specific kindly ask you to accept the change of the technical request as follow: 
a)1“accept and comply with the specification “Color PRF color adjustable from 0.5 to10 kHz”. 
 
b)“selectable gain with 0.5 dB steps”. 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and taking in consideration that the 
technical specifications may not point to particular brands and types, and they may not limit competition by being too 
specific kindly ask you to accept the change of the technical request as follow: 
b)1“selectable gain with 2.0 dB steps”. This type of selection is more common and the selection with  0.5 dB steps does 
not proved any advantage in medical practice. 
Answer: 
These requirements are accepted. 
 
 
 
3.Regarding the specification Power Doppler mode:  
a)“minimum 13 maps selectable” 



 

 

 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and taking in consideration 
that the technical specifications may not point to particular brands and types, and they may not limit 
competition by being too specific kindly ask you to accept the change of the technical request in: 
a)1“minimum 11 maps selectable” Most manufacturers configure the device with 11 maps selectable. 
 
b)“selectable gain with 0.5 dB steps”. 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and taking in consideration 
that the technical specifications may not point to particular brands and types, and they may not limit 
competition by being too specific kindly ask you to accept the change of the technical request in: 
b)2“selectable gain with 2.0 dB steps” This type of selection is more common and the selection with  0.5 dB 
steps does not proved any advantage in medical practice 
Answer: 
These requirements are accepted. 
 
4.Regarding the specification Pulsed wave Doppler mode: 
a)“adjustable PRF from 0.35 to 27.5 kHz”, 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and taking in consideration 
that the technical specifications may not point to particular brands and types, and they may not limit 
competition by being too specific kindly ask you to either to remove them or to accept the change of the 
technical requests as 
a)1 accept and comply with the specification :“adjustable PRF from 1 to 16 kHz” 
 
b)“angle correction in 1 degree correction”, . 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and taking in consideration 
that the technical specifications may not point to particular brands and types, and they may not limit 
competition by being too specific kindly ask you to either to remove them or to accept the change of the 
technical requests as 
b)1“angle correction in 2 degree correction”, Most manufacturers configure the device with angle 
correction in 2 degree correction, considering that it is sufficient in the medical activity 
 
c)“velocity from 0.15 cm/s to 6600 cm/s”. 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and taking in consideration 
that the technical specifications may not point to particular brands and types, and they may not limit 
competition by being too specific kindly ask you to either to remove them or to accept the change of the 
technical requests as 

c)1 accept and comply with the specification “velocity from 0.15 cm/s to 1800 cm/s” 
because these specifications are not clinically relevant. 
Answer: 
These requirements are accepted. 
 
5.Regarding the specification Compatible probes: 
a)“tip "Hockey Stick" probe that covers all frequency range from 7 to 18 MHz” 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and to allow equal access 
for candidates and tenders without creating unjustified obstacles to competitive tendering, please accept 
and comply with the specification: 
a)1"Hockey Stick" probe that covers all frequency range from 4 to 16 MHz” 
 
b)“phased array probe that covers all frequency range from 3.2 - 12 MHz”. 
In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and to allow equal access 
for candidates and tenders without creating unjustified obstacles to competitive tendering, please accept 
and comply with the specification: 
b)1“phased array probe  that covers all frequency range from 2 - 9 MHz” 
Answer: 
These requirements are accepted. 
 



 

 

6.Regarding the specification Probes included in configuration: 
“Convex transducer for abdominal, vascular, ob/gin and urology applications that covers all frequency 
range 1 to 10 MHz”. According with our information’s this kind of single convex transducer that covers all 
frequencies from 1 to 10 MHz does not exist. The frequencies greater than 8 to 10 MHz are not normally 
used in abdominal exams wit convex probes. For high frequencies is properly used the linear 
transducers. In order to ensure the participation of more than one bidder in this procedure and to allow 
equal access for candidates and tenders without creating unjustified obstacles to competitive tendering, 
please accept and comply with the specification: “The Stationary ultrasound color Doppler system will be 
delivered with a Convex transducer for abdominal, vascular, ob/gin and urology applications that cover a 
range 1 to 7 MHz” 
Answer: 
This requirement is accepted. 
 
 
 
3.Request for clarifications no 3 
 
1."Please clarify if in the opening session held on 3 of march tenders will be allowed to participate, in the 
case of an affirmative answer please provide the form for the power of attorney;" 
Answer: 
The tenders may also participate in the opening session of the tenders as observer on the basis of 
empowerment. 
 
2. "Please attached form a15 it is mentioned in section D TENDER FORM FOR A SUPPLY CONTRACT, 
but the form is not included; " 
Answer : 
It is the form no a.14-Decaration of Honor on exclusion and selection criteria- (form 
a.14)(According with Practical Guide 2016). 
You can find it on the site http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/prag/document.do?nodeNumber=2.13, 
but for a good operations you find it attached to this address. 
 
3. "For translation please specify if it is mandatory to be authorizes and/or legalized and if it is accepted 
copy of the translation with the mentioned " copy according to original"" 
Answer: 
Translation must not be legalized. 
 
4. "Please specify which exchange rate must be used in calculation of delivered supplies in the last 3 
years if the contract used is in Ron currency;" 
Answer: 
The exchange rate to be used is the rate from the date of signing the contracts. 
 
5."Please specify if the amount requested as similar experience is the value with VAT or without VAT." 
Answer : 
The tenders may also participate in the opening session of the tenders as observer on the basis of 
empowerment. 
 
 

 

 


